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Changes in consumer behavior, blurring value chain roles and omnichannel trends,
combined with the megatrend of digitization and the internet of things are putting
pressure on supply chains today. What are relevant supply chain potentials for companies due to present and future changes in the worldwide market? Which concepts
could be an enabler towards an agile, responsive, but also efficient and controllable
supply chain today and in future? In the first quarter of 2019 Miebach Consulting, in
collaboration with GS1 Germany, has conducted a global study in order to answer
these questions and to evaluate the most relevant challenges and trends for supply
chain organizations within the consumer goods industries. The results of this global
study will be presented to you in this report.
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We received valuable input from more than 360 participants from all over the world
and from diverse types of companies. From all these answers, we were able to
extract a series of interesting highlights, both confirmations of ongoing market trends
– but also surprising insights that we did not expect. Furthermore, you will find compelling results about what is in the pipeline for implementation by the end of 2020.
For this global report, we have tried to find the right balance between straight data
analysis and evaluation from a wider perspective. At the start of each topic, we will
just let the figures speak for themselves. But we also bring context from our projects
and discussions with decision-makers in the industry. You will find references to
smaller stories throughout the text as illustrations and reference cases. More insights
will be published later this year, whereby we will make a deep-dive into specific
regions, industries or company-types.
We hope you get inspired when reading these results and we would welcome your
feedback on the report.

59 Impressum
Please note that the online questionnaire remains open for follow-up. Therefore,
feel free to submit your responses if you have not done so and forward this report
to your contacts with an invitation to participate, too.

With kind regards,
the research teams of Miebach Consulting
and GS1 Germany
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The fast-changing landscape of
technologies and solutions

Increasing use of multichannel warehouses and automation
›› The development of multi- and omnichannel solutions has been and
will continue to be outsourced to specialized service providers.
›› Multichannel warehouses are becoming more common than
dedicated channel warehouses.
›› The results show a tendency towards increasing automation –
with hardly any company reversing towards more manual solutions.

There are still significant
differences in supply chain
performances: some regions
or sub-sectors are more
ahead in terms of implementing new solutions.

There are still significant differences in supply chain performances: some
regions or sub-sectors are more ahead in terms of implementing new
solutions. Nevertheless, we see this as a characteristic of the current
transition and assume that differences will have nearly faded by late 2020,
when all current pipeline projects have been implemented.

With new logistics and
supply chain solutions
available for a broader
range of companies comes
an increased expectation in
regard to the supply chain
performance.

At the stock-exchange, there are periods where prices tend to go either
up or down over long periods. These are known as bear and bull cycles.
While there are a number of economic arguments for these cycles,
most commentators will agree that there is a significant proportion of
group-psychology involved as well.
Following this logic, today’s logistics and supply chains find themselves
in the middle of a major bull-cycle. With new logistics and supply chain
solutions available for a broader range of companies comes an increased
expectation in regard to the supply chain performance. The success of
early adopters is pushing innovators and supply chain managers to come
up with even better ideas to complete the cycle, shifting boundaries to
stay ahead of competition. In order to get a better picture of how companies plan to incorporate technological potentials and how supply chains
will look like by the end of 2020, Miebach Consulting and GS1 Germany
conducted a survey with FMCG companies. From this we were able to
draw the following main conclusions:
Increasing availability of new supply chain and logistics solutions
›› New technologies receive the most media attention but are rarely
implemented successfully.
›› Traditional concepts are most relevant, and successful implementations are more achievable than in previous years.
›› Big data has proven added value but most companies still exploit only
a fraction of its full potential.
Increasing performance expectations of supply chains
›› High customer expectations result in aggressive – at times even
unrealistic – improvement goals.
›› Cost efficiency remains a large driver for supply chain improvement, but
developing a competitive advantage has become the most important.
›› The omnichannel supply chain is more demanding and more focused
on sustainability.
›› Service level has room for improvement and most of the companies
think they will reach at least 96 %.
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And finally, a clear majority fears that competitors are demonstrating a
faster rate of performance increase in their supply chains. This is a perfect
example for the current group-psychology in the logistics and supply
chain world.
It has become obvious to us that the omnichannel revolution, the new
digital area, robotics, automation and the last mile city logistics are all
facets of the same paradigm shift. Although the end of 2020 will be here
soon, future supply chains will continue to develop and look different by
then compared to now.

Fig. 1
Main conclusions from this study

Increasing availability of new supply chain and logistics solutions
• Successful adoption of
new technologies
• Regular publication of
new success stories
• Online SC community is sharing
lessons learned
• Very large number of projects
in the pipeline for go-live by
2020

Examples: Automation, new digital,
robotics, AI, peer collaborative networks

Increasing actual performance
of supply chains
Many companies reporting the fear that
competitors are demonstrating a faster rate
of performance increase.

• Buzzing hypes on
emerging technologies
• Promisses of disruptive
innovation
• Rumors of “game
changers”

Increasing performance expectations of supply chains
Customer expectations adapt quickly to the
state of the art.
• Fear of remaining behind
• Competitive pressure is
driving the urgency for
change

Companies tend to overreact with agressive
short-term improvement targets – fueling the
impetus in the market to improve further.
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Research horizon 2020 – focusing on
what is realistic in the short-term

Miebach and GS1 Germany decided to collaborate in this Consumer
Goods study to feel the pulse of a changing business context. There is
indeed a remarkably high rate of logistics and supply chain innovation
as well as new supply chain solutions and technologies brought to the
market at the moment. Specifically for companies in the FMCG sector
there has been more eagerness to adopt new ideas about sustainability,
automation, digitization, novel process solutions, etc. Companies are
looking for “what is working” and suit their causes in this changing business context.
With this study, we wanted to filter the noise and detect which novel
solutions and technologies are developing into the standards of tomorrow. We have been looking at what is realistic in the short-term; that is
why the research horizon of our study was put at 2020.
You can read about the utopic visions of futuristic value chains in other
white papers. Here, you will read what is already coming our way, what
we really can expect, and learn that 2020 will look a lot different than
what we see around us now!
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Fig. 2
A view on the research consortium
The combined expertise of Miebach and GS1 Germany created
a unique kind of research team:

GS1 Germany combines expertise in
Supply Chain Management based on
the three pillars:

Miebach Consulting operates on
the interface between Supply Chain
Consulting and Engineering.

• Logistics
• Sustainability
• Packaging Logistics

• Development of innovations
• Close cooperation with our customers
• Independent, pragmatic, based on
worldwide experience and a global
partnership

For the implementation of collaborative,
efficient and sustainable value chains

“We believe in the power of standards
to transform the way we work and live“

“We stand for:
Supply Chain Excellence”
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Information about the structure
of the study

KPIs as trigger for
improvements.

Part 1
The need to implement new logistics and supply chain solutions

Part 2
Adoption and success of new logistics and supply chain solutions

We discuss triggers to restructure supply chains in more detail in the
chapter trigger points for change, where we debate the selection of valuable KPIs, and which supply chain performance targets companies have
set for themselves for 2020. Also, we elicit where change is coming from
and which challenges companies have yet identified. In addition, we point
out the external factors for shaping the logistics and supply chain world
of 2020.

In response to the previously mentioned triggers for change, FMCG
companies are looking for solutions to yield results beyond continuous
improvement, genuinely achieving a next level of performance. There are
mainly two approaches for improving performance that we investigated:
one being process automation and the other being innovative solutions
such as artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, or internet of things.

How companies in the FMCG sector react to the classical triggers to
restructure their supply chains: The main internal driver is the need to
improve a series of KPIs to keep on par with competition. The majority
(59 %) of companies in our survey have reported a significant gap between their currently achieved performance and the performance targets
that they must hit by 2020. The remaining companies also had to improve
their performance, just less aggressively.
The most important external driver is the need to respond to mega trends
such as growing cities, shifts in consumer behavior, the continuing trend
towards sustainability and so on. Nearly a third of the respondents (32 %)
even agreed that more than 3 of these mega trends are very significant
to them, showing that triggers for change are coming from all directions.
Even in the unlikely event that the biggest trigger for change were to
weaken, there would still be enough pressure for change.
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Solutions driven by automation and innovation.

It becomes clear that neither traditional supply chain automation nor
innovative solutions alone are enough: the combination of both approaches
is necessary. This topic is also a main focus of this report. We share
which technologies are being implemented by companies today to go-live
in 2020 and how companies who already piloted and tested some of
these technologies review this process. Also, we deep-dive into which
logistics processes and areas are being further automated: What is the
current status and which industries, regions, or company-types are taking
the lead? Furthermore, we also looked at the status of the omnichannel
revolution and how it will evolve further by 2020. Our plan is to update this
study every 2 years.
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Study participants from various industries,
regions and company types

Companies from
40 countries took
part in the study.

The global FMCG study was conducted during end of 2018 until March
2019. The survey was carried out using an online questionnaire and the link
to the questionnaire was published globally on online portals, social media
and in the press. Our study attracted about 360 companies worldwide from
40 countries who filled out the questionnaire up to early March 2019.

Fig. 3
Overview of study participants

Industries

The typical participant of the study is a supply chain manager of a European company in the food and beverage sector who realizes 0,5 to 1 €
billion turnover, of which about 1 to 5 % are in e-commerce and with an
overall sales growth of 3 to 5 % per year. Figure 3 shows that we received
input from various industries, regions and company types. We are therefore confident that we can present you well-balanced conclusions on the
following pages.

Region

Food and Beverages
Distribution / Retail
Home Care and Personal Care
Others

Share of e-commerce

Europe
South and Central America
North America
Asia

Position within company

0%
1-5 %
6-10 %
11-15 %
> 15 %
Do not know

Evolution of sales

Company size: Turnover

Negative
No increase
< 3 % per year
3-5 % per years
5-10 % per years
> 10 % per year
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Supply Chain Management
Physical Logistics
Management Board (C-Level)
Others

< 50 Mio. €
from 50 to 100 Mio. €
from 100 to 250 Mio. €
from 250 to 500 Mio. €
from 500 to 1.000 Mio. €
from 1.000 to 5.000 Mio. €
> 5.000 Mio. €
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Targeted evolution of KPIs
as trigger points for change

Steep increase of supply chain performance to higher standards
Before we discuss the logistics automation trends and the application
of innovative solutions in the context of supply chains, we would like to
explore the triggers that lead companies to re-engineer their operations.
You may already have heard the consultants’ catchphrase “there is no
silver bullet” which implies that there is no such thing as a generic solution
that will solve any kind of challenge. In other words, we wanted to give
some context why FMCG companies are launching transformational
projects. This report was designed for readers as an instrument for
decision making and will allow you to identify yourself with certain types
of companies as well as to recognize what competitors are aiming for
regarding the short-term increase in their supply chain performance.
Ultimately, the goal is to provide a blueprint for automation trends and
innovative solutions to benchmark with one’s own business.

Key Performance Indicators are a leading instrument to steer the performance and development of your company. We opened our survey
by comparing the current with the targeted short-term supply chain
performance. We wanted to know the targeted evolution of the following
5 KPIs: logistics costs, forecast performance, stock range, the logistics
order lead time and the customer service level. This gives a good mix of
internal and customer-oriented metrics, with relevance for process performance as well as financial impact.
For our analysis we classified each KPI in five distinct levels of performance. Take the example of forecast accuracy:

FMCG companies are targeting at least a “one step
improvement” for 50 % of
their KPIs by 2020. This
level of ambition is unequaled and will dramatically reshape the entire
supply chain landscape.

Fig. 4
Levels of Forecast Accuracy
Level

1

2

3

< 70 %

70 –
80 %

80 –
90 %

4

5

90 –
95 –
95 % 100 %

KPI in percent

A company that has currently a forecast accuracy of 87 %, falls right in
the middle (level 3). If, for example, a participant of the survey indicates
a target performance of 96 % by 2020 (level 5), that would mean an
increased performance by 2 steps.
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Considerable KPI improvements
planned until 2020

The most “aggressive”
companies are also the
ones who have already
implemented most of the
new logistics automation
and innovative supply
chain solutions.

The KPI charts on the following pages indicate target performances by
2020 across the 5 areas mentioned. The color-coding indicates how
many steps of improvement are still necessary to achieve those target
performance levels. We did not verify if all companies used the exact
same definition on these performance metrics as it was not necessary for
our purpose. The purpose was to know the level of ambition to improve
the metrics. As such, each company acted as their own benchmark.
Because of the large number of respondents, we still obtained a good
impression of the overall trend for these KPIs.
The responses clearly indicate that companies expect to considerably
improve their performance by 2020. Considering all KPIs reported across
companies today, more than half of these (51 %) are expected to make at
least a “one step improvement” within the next 2 years.
Reduction of logistics costs remains on the radar – just slightly less
aggressive. Only about 50 % of companies have the ambition to reduce
their logistics cost in the short-term. This is in sharp contrast to the
overwhelming cost-cutting targets which dominated the decade between
2005 and 2015. Since then, the focus has changed. Whereas in the past
the priority was on cost reduction, today companies are focusing more on
testing technologies aimed at customers and service orientation.

Fig. 5
Expected KPI improvement: Logistic Costs

7 – 8%

13 %

6%

19 %

9%

5 – 7%

23 %
29 %

15 %

3 – 5%

33 %

20 % 21 %

10 %

< 3%

Fig. 6
Expected KPI improvement: Stock Range

11 %

> 40 days
30 – 40 days
20 – 30 days

So, it seems that FMCG companies want to catch up on process and
service-related improvements. In our cross-analysis, it became clear that
the most “aggressive” companies are also the ones who have already
implemented most of the new logistics automation and innovative supply
chain solutions. Or they have these projects in their pipeline for short-term
realization. On the other hand, companies that are not as aggressive in
pursuing their targets are typically also the ones responding that they do
not see a benefit in further automation or new supply chain solutions.

10 %

> 8%

5%

15 %
10 %
13 %

10 – 20 days
0 – 10 days

16 % 18%

8%

31 %

34 %

20 % 22%

Share of companies planning a KPI step improvement

≤0

1

 ≥ 2

In this dynamic business context, it appears that leading companies do
not allow themselves to become complacent with their current state. It is
prudent for others to reconsider their attitude towards new technologies.
For leading FMCG companies, there is a significant gap between their
current and targeted supply chain performance. This is no contradiction,
but simply implies that companies want to foster their leading positions
by means of stronger performances in the short-term.
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Strong expectations also in regard
to forecast accuracy

Service level has room for
improvement and most of
the companies think they
will reach at least 96 %.

Responding to competitor pressure with higher customer
service targets
Our survey showed that customer service levels tend to “standardize” to
the range of 96 % to 99 % OTIF. For the other logistics KPIs, there is no
such outspoken target ambition where all companies tend to converge.
The range of KPI targets is much more spread out. Because “service
level” is an easily comparable metric across the industry, this should not
come as a surprise. However, only about 25 % of companies already
achieve this service level of 96 % to 99 %. 10 % of companies will have to
make a significant leap from a current 90-93 % customer service level to
reach their targeted KPI by 2020.

Fig. 7
Expected KPI improvement: Service Level

< 90 %
90 – 93 %

4%
1%

9%
15 %

4%

93 – 96 %

22 %

100 %

47 %

27 %

96 – 99 %
1%

57 %

7 % 8%

Forecast Accuracy: Aggressive forecast accuracy targets for retail
There are many structural differences between producers of consumer
goods on the one hand and retail and distribution on the other. In our
study results, none of these differences became as obvious as in the
future expectations on forecast accuracy.

Fig. 8
Expected KPI improvement: Forecast Accuracy

6%

< 70 %
To our surprise, this is even more outspoken than in other KPIs, such as
logistics cost or customer service. Indeed, we noticed a very aggressive
forecast accuracy expectation in distribution and retail. 33 % of retail and
distribution companies plan to bring forecast accuracy up to +95 % by
2020 while more than 50 % are aiming at a one-step KPI increase. Another
30 % even aim at a 2 step increase! This trend cannot be seen in any
other industry.

8%

70 – 80 %

24 %

6%

80 – 90 %
90 – 95 %

2%

95 – 100 %

2%

26 %
19 %

24 %

12 % 15 %

Share of companies planning a KPI step improvement

24

31 %

≤0

1

 ≥ 2
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Ambitious lead time targets
across regions

A strong split between
same day or 48 hours
delivery is a trend which
we have also observed in
various projects.

Order lead time: Asia is setting the tone towards same day delivery
We observed that lead time targets for 2020 are very differentiated per
region. And this is nowhere more apparent than in Asia. The strong split
between either same day or within 48 hours delivery is a trend which we
have also observed in various projects. Especially the high occurrence
of same day delivery expectations – across nearly all industries is a clear
singularity in Asia and distinctly different from any other region. Also, we
should point out that 32 % of companies in Asia still need a 2-step KPI
increase to achieve the 48 hours target by 2020 which implies that these
companies are not even achieving the 72 hours target today.
Asian e-commerce companies seem also to take full benefit of the
possibility to exploit the different time zones by flying westwards. There
is a business opportunity for Asian companies to meet near-same-day
delivery in Europe. The inverse is – because of the time difference – not
possible andbecause of restrictions on timeslots for trans-Atlantic or
trans-Pacific air travel, European and American companies cannot take
full benefit of the time difference in shipping westwards.
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Fig. 9
Expected KPI improvement: Order Lead Time

6%

> 72 hrs

6%

72 hrs

12 %
16 %

48 hrs

15 %

24 hrs
same day

25 %

5%

Share of companies planning a KPI step improvement

28 %
18%

≤0

1

29 %
30 %

23 %

 ≥ 2
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Keeping up with competition in
a changing business context

Cost efficiency still seems
the big driver for change.
Decentralization and risk
management are topics
widely discussed as a trend
but the survey shows it has
not so much impact.

Due to the digitization and a constantly changing environment, companies
are forced to prepare their organizations for change processes. That is
why this chapter deals with the evaluation of possible trigger points for
organizational change within the next two years.

What are relevant trigger points for change in the next two years for your
organization and to what extent do you want to leverage the related possibilities with your SCM?

The respondents were able to rate how important a specific topic is,
from “very strong trigger for change” to “not relevant”. Examples of these
topics include cost pressure, demographic shifts, the trend towards
increasing sustainability and so on.

Fig. 10
Trigger points for change

From this data, we can observe the following overall trends:
›› There is a general feeling among FMCG companies that the business
context is shifting. 15 % of companies experience very strong triggers
for change.
›› A staggering additional 40 % experience strong triggers.
›› What is surprising is how companies perceive challenges such as scarcity of resources and demographic change: the number of companies
that rated this aspect as moderate or weak was comparatively high, in
total more than 50 % of all companies.
›› At the same time, there were virtually no companies (less than 2 %)
that did not indicate any strong trigger for change.
Companies that rate triggers for change as very strong are typically also
the same companies that are most advanced in their preparation to face
the new normal. We will discuss that in the next section in more detail.

Customer service

28

74

Cost pressure

28

67

Changed consumer behavior

19

64

Transparency in the supply chain

20

65

15

Demand fluctuations

Automation

16

Collaboration

16

Working capital reduction pressure

19

52
51
59

19

18
32
12

Government regulations / compliance

6

25

82

94

83

94
93
92
91
89

85

64
47

94

85

62
35

95

82

74
65

30

11

Demographics / staff shortages

95
95

78

47

8

Risks / interruptions

97

78

48

Omnichannel distribution strategy

89

84

51

8

Individualization

97

83

60

22

Complexity reduction

89

81

14

On shelf availability

97

86

58

18

Decentralization

58

99
98

90

45

Digitalization of business processes

Sustainability

90

57

17

Business analytics

95

84
74

Very strong (business) leverage expected in %
Strong leverage expected in %
Moderate leverage in %
Weak leverage expected in %
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FMCG companies are striving to drastically increase their KPIs in order to
secure their competitiveness in the age of digital change. It becomes clear
that neither traditional supply chain automation nor innovative solutions
alone are enough. The combination of both approaches is necessary.
Pank Bedaux, Global Lead Industry Practice Consumer Goods, Miebach Consulting
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Key drivers for supply chain excellence

The focus is on the customer
The majority of companies see customer centricity as the key factor for
their supply chain management success over the next two years. Around
75 % of all survey participants attribute a strong or even very strong
leverage effect to a customer-oriented service. This is underlined by the
ratings on changed consumer behavior at 65 % and demand fluctuations
at around 60 %. These results confirm that the competitiveness of traditional consumer goods companies is closely linked to their ability to offer
customer orientation.

Fig. 11
Share of implementation

All companies
E-Commerce share > 5 %

17 %

52 %
30 %

79 %
63 %

92 %
89 %

97 %

Very strong (business) leverage expected
Strong leverage expected
Moderate leverage expected
Weak leverage expected

The ability to collaborate is essential for entrepreneurial success
According to the report participants, collaboration is another very important lever for the future. 60 % consider collaboration as the relevant
trigger with a strong or very strong leverage towards digitization. This
could be due to the fact that the majority of future technologies require a
certain degree of willingness to collaborate. Thus, the willingness to share
information, especially in value chain networks, will be a central challenge
in the upcoming years. The fact that this can be a crucial trigger point in
regard to entrepreneurial success, is proven by the companies assessment. Almost 65 % rate transparency within the supply chain and beyond
the company’s borders as important or very important.
Companies with e-commerce share > 5 %
Companies with an e-commerce share higher than 5 %, rate leverage
effects significantly stronger than the average company: in comparison
with all companies, twice as many evaluate possible trigger points for
change and leverage as very strong. There are various possible reasons
why. We assume that especially companies who are easily affected by
volatile and complex market requirements rate this leverage effects as
stronger.
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Solutions

for Implementation
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Overview of trends and projects in
pipeline for short-term implementation

Traditional automation
of operational logistics as
well as innovative process
support solutions have
demonstrated added value.

36

FMCG companies are looking for solutions that can yield results beyond
continuous improvement to actually achieving a next level of performance.
There are two main types of solutions that we investigated, the first being
relevant forms of automation in operational logistics and the other being
innovative solutions such as AI, or blockchain.
In both cases, our goal was to evaluate the status quo and which industries, regions or companies are in the lead in terms of process optimization. We wanted to gain insights into current project pipelines with a
go live in 2020, feedback from already implemented projects and which
logistics fields and processes are being further automated.

Traditional automation of operational logistics as well as innovative process
support solutions have demonstrated added value. But none of these will
be sufficient in themselves to bring supply chains to the targeted level of
performance by 2020.
There is a tendency towards increasing automation – with hardly any
company reversing towards more manual solutions. As such, the statements of long-term full automation in e-commerce may be correct. But
there is a long road ahead before we reach that point.

Tendency towards
increasing automation –
with hardly any company
reversing towards more
manual solutions.
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Growing interest in automated case
picking and layer picking technology

European backbone logistics is driving automation
Numerous studies have been published on the future of logistics automation, which claim that high-profile companies are aiming for a 100 %
supply chain automation rate in the long run – especially in e-commerce
or single-piece-flow logistics. From a regional perspective, Europe clearly
stands out, with a very high degree of automation. In terms of market
segments, we will focus in detail on the beverage industry. In fact, it is the
“no nonsense, standardized, high volume throughput” business that is
already highly automated, and will continue its leading role. Obviously, this
is due to the abundance of tested and proven automation solutions for
this type of business.
The statements of long-term full automation in e-commerce may be correct. But there is still a long way to go before we reach that point. There is
no significant correlation between the degree of current and planned automation of logistics processes as well as the target performance increase
across the KPIs that we investigated. This was surprising to us.
Automatic Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS) have been on the market for many decades but new technology like shuttle systems improve
performance and flexibility. ASRS are widely implemented in warehouses
where space is limited or too expensive. They are also interesting for the
cold chain because of the energy consumption and occupational reasons.
More than 60 % of the participants have some kind of automation implemented for their storage of goods.
We also see a growing interest for automated case picking in the market
which is confirmed by the survey. Layer picking, especially, is a technology with increasing interest, as retail customers demand less full pallets
and therefore require more picking. Another opportunity to change pallet
height of the full pallet is to optimize the load of the truck. Optimizing
transport justifies some extra handling in the warehouse and can be a
driver for automated picking. Layer pick systems and palletizers are helpful for this, while automated piece picking is still lagging behind. This will
change in the next years by the increased use of robots.
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Fig. 12
Degree of automation higher in backbone activities as
compared to service-oriented logistics operations

Value added services

33 %

Unit / detail picking

33 %
63 %

Storage

72 %

Palletising / de-palletising

Fully automated

Automated

Semi automated

Manual

Fig. 13
Degree of automatization in different areas

12 %

Palletizing / de-palletizing
6%

Storage
Internal transport
Boxes / case picking

Trucks loading / unloading
Unit / detail picking
Value added services

Fully automated

1%
2%

Automated

7%
6%

Semi automated

90 %

44 %

13 %
9%

93 %

50 %

12 %

3%

94 %

63 %

11 %

1%

2%

72 %

23 %

3%

Shipment sorting

35 %

93 %

38 %

81 %

35 %

96 %

33 %
33 %

80 %
75 %

Manual
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Varying degree of automation
across industries

Beverage sector is 3 to 10
times more automated
than others.

Beverages clearly ahead in automation solutions

Linking automation with technologies

When we take the average rate of automation across various supply chain
activities, the beverage sector is in the lead. Admittedly, on that high-level
average, the difference is not too outspoken.

Since palletization was rated by the study participants with the highest
degree of automation, it is worth giving an outlook into the future: To what
extent can load carriers be intelligently linked with technologies?

When we dig into the details of specific supply chain activities however,
we see that the beverage industry is clearly ahead of the pack. This is
most obvious for palletization, storage, internal transport and shipment
sorting where the beverage sector is 3 to 10 times more automated than
others. Even for value-added services, the automation rate is 4 times
higher than the average of other industries. However, the contrary is also
true, there is one area in which the beverage sector is hardly automated
at all: Automation in any type of detailed picking – box, unit, case picking
– is virtually non-existent there. This obviously corresponds to the overall
business model that is driven by efficient throughput of high-volume flows.

Independent of the industry sector, track and trace solutions for load
carriers like pallets could be a smart way to meet the current challenges in
terms of inventory management with regard to availability and provision. If
pallets are linked with RFID transponders or sensors, logistics objects and
assets can be identified and localized at any time. Fewer load carriers are
required in the cycle with higher availability at the same time. In principle,
less purchases are necessary for companies. Costs can be saved through
automated cycle and inventory management. A holistic RFID or sensor infrastructure leads to efficiency gains in the overall logistics processes and
enables companies to obtain accurate information about the origin, status
and possibly also the condition of a product or asset - ideally in real time.

The basis for such efficient flows of goods are global standards. They
enable supply chains to be managed efficiently, pallets to be packed
perfectly, using reusable systems. Besides that, the implementation of
standardized interfaces increase the process quality, which makes data
from distributed systems available - faster and in higher quality.
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Hype versus relevance of
new technologies

Fig. 14
Relevance and share of successful implementation
Relevance of technologies and solutions

Share of successful implementation
47

Sales and operations planning
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Master data management

33

Inventory optimization
27

Track & Trace

Filtering the noise from the buzz on new solutions
One rather interesting finding of our report is that despite the media hype
new technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics and blockchain
are rarely implemented. In fact, the few companies that tested these technologies have stopped their pilots in most cases and on top, almost all
pilots for drones, augmented reality, and exoskeletons were not succesful
and could not demonstrate their added value. On the bright side, forecast
collaboration and e-delivery pilots may be fewer and less talked about –
but in nearly all cases successful.

Integrated business planning
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The right side of the graph shows the success rate of tested technologies. If exactly half of the tests are successful, then the ratio is perfectly
balanced at 0 (like picking robot arm). If there are more successful than
unsuccessful cases the rate is positive (like collaborative forecast), otherwise negative (like exoskeleton).
Traditional concepts like sales and operations planning, inventory optimization, master data management and track & trace are seen as most
relevant and the rate of successful implementation is high. This is a big
difference to the past decade where projects still had a high percentage
of failure.
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Digitization will take time.
Most technologies are considered relevant but have
not been implemented yet.
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Food and beverage industry evaluate
new technologies as most relevant

Companies with turnover > 1 billion

For large companies, the
technology entry barriers
are significantly lower.
But of course, it is still
no guarantee of success.

The study shows that the implementation of technologies correlates with
the size of the company. The level of implementation is significantly higher
for companies with a turnover of more than one billion Euro. On average,
more than 50 % of large companies plan to implement new technologies
and solutions or have already done so.
These companies play a pioneering role for the implementation process
of technologies. It can be assumed that conditions such as availability of
resources, willingness to invest, and risk-taking are more likely to exist in
large companies than in SMEs or micro-enterprises. For large companies,
technology entry barriers are significantly lower but by no means a guarantee of success. A remarkable result of this report is for example, that
large companies are 30 % less successful in the implementation of AI. In
order to conclude if this is a mere oddity or an actual trend, we will have
to evaluate the root cause in our follow-up research.
Relevance of new technologies dependent on the industry and
region
In order to determine in which region the relevance of technologies is
most highly rated, we have created a matrix that takes industry as well
as the region into account. The map represents the average of selected
technologies with regard to their relevance - measured by the following
technologies: Internet of things, collaborative robots, big data analytics,
3D printing, video recognition.
The results show a clear picture: In particular, the participants from the
food sector in Europe rate new technologies as most relevant – closely
followed by the beverage industry. A similar picture emerges in the food
sector in South and Central America. Especially North American study
participants from the home and personal care sector feel that new technologies are very important.

Fig. 15
Share of implementation
All companies
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Fig. 16
In which regions in the world and industries is the assessment of the relevance of technologies the highest?
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Big data has arrived in
consumer goods companies

Companies use only a
fraction of the potential
of data-driven support
tools.

Big data has proven added value and has become an integral part
Over half of the companies stated to be either planning to implement or
already working with big data solutions. Another 35 % consider big data
as relevant. In most cases, companies use only a fraction of the potential of data-driven support tools. Surprisingly, early adopters of big data
also tend to be testing other innovative technologies. The success of this
model seems to be a slight indicator for other innovative technologies.
Only a minority of companies who tested big data found no use in it after
piloting.

Fig. 17
How relevant do you consider the implementation of big data analytics?

9%

Not relevant, not tested
No proof of value after testing
Relevant, but no implementation forseen
Relevant, and will be implemented in the near future
Relevant, and in process of implementation
Relevant, and already implemented

3%
18 %

Standards are indispensable to connect the physical world with the
digital world
Internet of things is gaining importance across industries. Physical ob
jects capture environmental data, communicate with each other via the
internet and act independently based on algorithms. The prerequisite is
that the objects are clearly identifiable and linked to their digital twin while
standards form the basis for networks and interoperability of objects,
machines and people. The diffusion of the internet of things is increasing
- accelerated by the price decline of hardware products such as sensors
and transponders as well as improved connectivity thanks to broadband
networks and a faster, mobile internet. But trends such as cloud computing and the ability to analyze large amounts of data using AI also have a
significant impact on the further development of this concept.

9%

35 %

26 %

But is internet of things already being used successfully in the FMCG
industry? The study results clearly show that concrete use cases in the
FMCG field have been the exception so far. While almost 80 % of the
participants rate internet of things as relevant, only about 5 % of the companies have successfully implemented this concept thus far.
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Correlations between KPIs and
technologies indicate business potential

A highly significant link
we found between artificial intelligence and order
lead time.

Links between technologies and KPIs
To answer the question “What do companies expect from the use of
these technologies?”, we checked for significant differences in KPI
expectations between companies already in the process of implementing certain technologies and those who either already use technology,
or are resistant to use it. When we looked across the spectrum of all
combinations of KPIs and technologies, we found some obvious links.
For instance: companies that have a target improvement on their forecast
accuracy are currently implementing collaborative forecasting techniques
– or considering implementing these in the short-term. In a similar way,
we found significant links between sales and operations planning and
logistic costs. Also, the relationship between automated case-picking
and service level should speak for itself.

In the same category we have found links between RFID and order lead
time. This significant relationship tells us that companies also expect an
improvement of their order lead time from the implementation of RFID
technology.
Overall, these correlations show that companies expect business potential from new technologies and that implementing these may lead to a
positive impact on their performance and vice versa.

Less expected, we were able to identify some significant correlation
between 3D printing and the improvement of stock range. Companies
that plan to implement 3D printing in the near future and rate this technology as relevant, possibly strive to reduce their stock range and therefore
enable a more demand-driven production. Another highly significant link
was found between AI and order lead time. We clearly see that companies expect an improvement in order lead time when targeting the
implementation of AI in the near future. Maybe even the opposite is true,
that companies want to improve their order lead time with AI. From the
data, we can unfortunately not tell which one of these is driving the other.
But there is a clear link in any case.
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Status on

Omnichannel Evolution
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From channel blurring to clear
best practices
Fig. 18
Roles in the end-to-end consumer goods supply chain
Plan

Source

Make

Deliver

Sell

Manufacturers and brand-owners increasingly deploy own stores, outlets and
e-commerce channels to improve direct customer proximity.
Retailers increasingly launch own brands and products and take ownership in supply
chain coordination and control to improve sourcing flexibility and captured value.

Although wages are rising, the omnichannel supply chain is more demanding and more focused on sustainability. The majority of companies still
think that logistics costs will either remain the same or improve.

Multichannel warehouses
are becoming more common than dedicated channel warehouses, allowing
operational synergies on
staff as well as on shared
use of working capital
invested.

The development of multi- and omnichannel solutions has been and will
continue to be outsourced to specialized service providers who handle
additional customer requests such as individual differentiation, smaller lot
sizes, and so on.

Fig. 19
Relevance and share of successful implementation
Relevance of solutions

Traditional roles in the end-to-end consumer goods supply chain have
been blurring over the last years. This blurring has had an impact on the
logistics and distribution set-up, such as the number of echelons in networks, ownerships, and coordination of logistical nodes in the network.
The findings of this report show that, despite the channel blurrings, several best practices have emerged with a high degree of implementation
success.
Altogether, we find that common and proven industry standards are
being adopted, such as:
›› Outsourcing to specialized service providers has been and will continue
to be the path for multi- and omnichannel logistics solutions.
›› Additionally, these service providers handle the additional customer
requests such as individual differentiation, smaller lot sizes, and so on.
›› Multichannel warehouses are becoming more common than dedicated
channel warehouses, allowing operational synergies on staff as well as
on shared use of working capital invested.
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Europe: Higher implementation
and more often successful

European companies
have been more successful
in implementing omnichannel concepts, clearly
outperforming
all other regions.

Europe is clearly in the lead when it comes to the current use of concepts
to support the omnichannel strategy. 14 % of companies in Europe have
already implemented a diverse set of omnichannel concepts, compared
to only 11 % of companies worldwide. As of today, European companies
have been more successful in implementing these concepts, clearly
outperforming all other regions and therefore taking the role of the global
technological pioneer. In Europe, no projects were reported with no added
value to e-delivery, supply chain orchestration, store-friendly logistics, to
name only a few.
Especially the use of multichannel warehouses (29 % compared to 18 %)
and e-delivery (10 % compared to 4 %) are significantly higher in Europe
than in other regions. When we take foreseen projects into account, our
study predicts that regional difference will have faded by 2020. In Europe,
43 % of companies will have implemented a diverse set of omnichannel
concepts by then, compared to 41% of companies worldwide. That
difference is negligible.
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Fig. 20
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GS1 Germany:
The Global Language of Business

2019
Arround 200 employees
 Second-largest of over 110
GS1 member organizations

Miebach Consulting:
The Supply Chain Engineers

GS1 Germany

Miebach Group

Founded in 1974, GS1 Germany is a private-sector, not-for-profit company based in Cologne. The German Markenverband and the EHI Retail
Institute hold equal shares in GS1 Germany. GS1 Germany supports
companies from all sectors in the adoption and practical implementation
of modern communication and process standards, in order to improve
the efficiency of their business processes.

Founded in 1973 by Dr.-Ing. Joachim Miebach in Frankfurt, Miebach
Group offers international supply chain consulting as well as logistics and
production engineering to large and medium-sized companies.

The key to the digital world
The GS1 barcode can be found on nearly every retail product. 5 billion
product identification scans are performed each day around the world.
The barcode is one example of how GS1 standards and solutions are
paving the way to the digital, globalised world.

Experience of more than 40 years in countless projects led to the
methodical approach of Supply Chain Engineering, designing network
structures, processes and intralogistics of supply chain. Strategy and
technology are equally taken into consideration because only the integration of both elements will generate an optimal result. We offer our services
as consulting partner in 24 offices across the world. Miebach has 350
employees and ranges among the internationally leading consultants for
logistics and supply chain design. Due to our presence in the key regions
Europe, Asia, South and North America we can support our global customers effectively with our local background knowledge.

2019
24 offices worldwide
365 employees

Neutral platform for collaboration and realising visions
Expert Know-how
GS1 Germany develops solutions and standards for the challenges of
today and tomorrow: for traceability, transparency in the food sector,
patient safety and e-commerce. GS1 Germany is the driving force
behind the development and implementation of globally applicable autoID,
communication and process standards and plays the pivotal role in the
interaction between all participants in the supply chain. GS1 Germany is
the catalyst for developing future fields of application and acts as a neutral
platform for facilitating collaboration and knowledge sharing.
The global GS1 network
GS1 Germany belongs to the international network GS1 as second largest of more than 110 national GS1 organizations worldwide. 150 out of
more than 190 countries around the world use GS1 standards, while over
1 million companies are part of the GS1 system. GS1 Germany embodies
the requirements of German companies in international standards and
solutions – making cross-border goods and data streams more transparent
and safer – for the benefit of the economy and consumers. The Global
Office is based in Brussels.
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For more than four decades we have been developing innovative logistics
solutions with the expertise required for efficient and functional supply
chains: Miebach Consulting’s strength is the integration of this expertise
to offer holistic solutions which exceed the expectations of our customers.
We design strategies, develop commercially viable concepts and specify
IT solutions as well as technical installations down to the last detail. We
assume responsibility and implement the developed solutions. Furthermore, we support our customers from the commissioning phase to the
fine-tuning during live operation. We believe that the extra service helps
to achieve our customers’ vision in the best possible way. Our permanent
R&D initiatives often result in pioneering innovations.
Industry Specialization
Miebach Consulting offers consulting services covering a wide industry
range. We think that industry specialization is essential to exactly understand the specific requirements and processes of our customers. But we
also believe that the exchange of expertise between industries is the ideal
way to develop innovative and best-in-class solutions for our customers.
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Miebach Consulting – Worldwide:
We are available to you directly.

EMEA
Barcelona
Berlin
Dammam
Dubai
Frankfurt
Gliwice
Leuven
Madrid
Milan
Munich
Oxford
Paris
Zug

NAFTA
Indianapolis
Mexico City
Montréal

We would like to thank all of the participants in the study.
It is their willingness to participate – especially within the context
of their strategic significance – that makes such surveys possible.

APAC
Bangalore
Shanghai
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